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Abstract— The concept of convex sets in the classical Euclidean geometry was extended to graphs and different graph 

convexities were studied based on the kind of path that is considered. The geodetic number of a graph is one of the extensively 

studied graph theoretic parameters concerning geodesic convexity in graphs. A     geodesic is a     path of length 

     ) in  . For a non-trivial connected graph   , a set           is called a geodetic set if every vertex not in   lies on a 

geodesic between two vertices from  .  The cardinality of the minimum geodetic set of   is the geodetic number      of    
The Sierpinski triangle , also called the Sierpinski gasket or the Sierpinski Sieve, is a fractal and attractive fixed set with the 

overall shape of an equilateral triangle, subdivided recursively into smaller equilateral triangles.  In this paper some of the 

geodetic variants including hull number, monophonic hull number, geodetic number, strong geodetic number , total geodetic 

number ,upper geodetic number, open geodetic number and strong open geodetic number for Sierpinski triangle is investigated. 
 

Keywords — geodetic number, strong geodetic number,  total geodetic number,  hull number.

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Let               be a connected graphs without loops 

and multiple edges and let the order of   be          . 

The distance        is a length of the shortest     path 

in . An     geodesic is an     path of length        in 

 . A vertex   is said to lie on an     geodesic   if   is an 

internal vertex of  . The eccentricity    ) of a vertex   is 

defined by                            . The minimum 

and the maximum eccentricity among vertices of   is its 

radius   and diameter   , respectively. For graph theoretic 

notation and terminology, we follow [2]. Harary et al 

introduced a graph theoretical parameter in [7] called the 

geodetic number of a graph and it was further studied in [8]. 

In [7] the geodetic number of a graph is as follows, let 

       be the set of all vertices lying on some     

geodesic of  , and for some no empty subset   of 

                      . The set   of vertices of   is 

called a geodetic set of   .If           and a geodetic set of 

minimum cardinality is called minimum geodetic set of  . 

The cardinality of the minimum geodetic set of   is the 

geodetic number      of   . The problem of finding 

geodetic number of a graph is shown to be an NP-hard 

problem [14]. In [4] the geodetic number is also referred as 

geodomination number. Chartrand, Harary Swart and Zhang 

were the first to study the geodetic concepts in relation to 

domination. Strong geodetic is a variation of geodetic 

concept which finds its application in social networks.  Let   

be a graph. Given a set            for each pair of vertices 

(x,y)   S,         let  ̃      be a selected fixed shortest 

path between   and  .Let  ̃       ̃                and 

   ̃         ̃  ̃      ̃  . If    ( ̃   )     for some   ̃   , 

then S is called a strong geodetic set.[13] The strong geodetic 

problem is find a minimum strong geodetic set S of G. The 

cardinality of the minimum strong geodetic set is the strong 

geodetic number of G and is denoted by        A geodetic 

set           is a total geodetic set if the subgraph      
induced by   has no isolated vertices. The minimum 

cardinality of a total geodetic set is the total geodetic number 

        The total geodetic number is only defined for graphs 

with no isolated vertices.[1] The convex hull of a set   of 

vertices of a graph    is the smallest set   containing   such 

that all vertices on any geodesic joining vertices of    lie in     

and is denoted as      The set   is said to be convex if 

     .  The number of vertices in a smallest subset   of   

such that       is called the hull number  of   

denoted       .[6] For any two vertices   and   in a 

connected graph  , a   –    path is a monophonic path if it 

contains no chords, and the monophonic distance         

from   to   is defined as the length of a longest   –    

monophonic path in  .   A   –    monophonic path of length 

      ) is called a   –    monophonic.[12] For two vertices 

  and  , let         denotes the set of all vertices which lie 

on        monophonic path. For a set   of vertices, let 

 u,v S            .The set S is monophonic convex or m 

— convex if         .The smallest monophonic convex set 

containing   is denoted by       and called the monophonic 

convex hull of   A subset         is called a monophonic 
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set if             and a monophonic hull set if 

           .[12]  A set S  of vertices in a connected graph  

G  is an open geodetic set if for each vertex  v  in G, either 

(1) v  is an extreme vertex of G and v   S  or (2) v  is an 

internal vertex of  an x − y geodesic for some x, y   S . An 

open geodetic set of minimum cardinality is a minimum open 

geodetic set and this cardinality is the open geodetic number 

og(G)  of  G. [18 ]A strong geodetic set S  of vertices in a 

connected graph  G  is an strong open geodetic  set if for 

each vertex v in G, either (1) v is an extreme vertex of G and 

v   S or (2) v is  an internal vertex of an x − y geodesic for 

some fixed x, y   S . An open geodetic set of minimum 

cardinality is a minimum open geodetic set and this 

cardinality is the open geodetic number sog(G) of G.[19] 

The generalized Sierpinski graph        is a fractal. The 

Sierpinski gaskest graph        is constructed from        

by contracting all the edges that  does not lie in    [17] 

Sierpinski-like graphs         and          were 

introduced as an attempt to make the Sierpinski graphs 

regular. [10] In this paper the value of   is restricted to 3 and 

some of the geodetic variants of        is investigated. 

 
S[3,3] 

 

 

II. MAIN RESULTS 

 

Theorem 1:- For a Sierpinski graph        the hull number 

is 3 

 Proof:- This can be proved by induction on  . 

 It is clear the the           . Assume the result is true up 

to    

Consider                 ) consists of 3  copies of 

S(n,3) namely                               respectively and 

assume            ,             ,             are the set of 

simplicial vertices in the each of these three copies. 

Let                                       
               with             .Then   
                                       
Also by induction hypothesis  

                         
                             

                      . 

Since                                 are the spanning sub 

graphs of                                         
.  

Theorem 2:- For a Sierpinski graph         the 

monophonic  hull number is  3 

 

Proof:- Each extreme vertex of        would belong to its 

every monophonic hull set. But for        there exists 

exactly 3 extreme vertices. Hence the monophonic hull set, 

              Also for any connected graph         
      From Theorem:1           ,which implies 

           . Thus             

 

Theorem 3:- For a Sierpinski graph          ,the 

geodetic number is given by  (      )           

 

Proof:-  Let         be the Sierpinski graph. Consider any 

cycle    of length 12. Partition the vertices of     into two 

sets   and   as shown in the figure (Ref fig 1), where 

                      and                      .The 

three simplicial vertices would belong to            It is 

evident that for any vertex                           

,the     geodesic will not traverse through the vertices of 

set    If               , then atleast three vertices are 

required to geodominate the vertices of set  . But any two 

antipodal vertices in     would geodominate all the vertices 

of set   . Since there is a total of       cycles of length 12 in 

       the geodetic number is (      )           . 

Also we can construct a simple algorithm consisting of any 

two antipodal vertices from the set   of all possible    (there 

are          cycles) and the simplicial vertices which forms 

a geodetic set. Therefore  (      )            

 
Fig 1: S(4,3) 
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Theorem 4:- For a Sierpinski graph          ,the total 

geodetic number is given by   (      )           

 

Proof: - Consider the Sierpinski graph       . The set of 

simplicial vertices along with the stem vertices would belong 

to the total geodetic set of       .The geodetic set of        

contains any two antipodal vertices from each of its      

cycles of length 12. But for any     the   (  ) =4. Hence 

alongwith each pair  of the antipodal vertices  considered 

from each cycle of lengh 12 in S     , one of its adjacent 

vertex should also be considered to total geodominate 

      .Thus   (      )           

 

 

Theorem 5:- For a Sierpinski graph          , the strong  

geodetic number is given by   (      )           

 

In [5] it is given that the           . Therefore by 

Theorem 3,   (      )            

Theorem 6:- For a Sierpinski graph          , the strong  

geodetic number is given by   (      )           

 

Proof: - By the previous theorem (      )           . 

It is left to prove that the   (      )          . 

We use the induction hypothesis with the induction on n. It 

can be easily verified for       or 3. Assume that the 

theorem holds good for        ), that is   (        )  

        . Let         be the minimum strong 

geodetic set for                     is a subset of internal 

vertices of          that contribute to the strong geodetic 

set with                 let    be the set of all simplicial 

vertices of          with       . Consider       and 

     with   as a unique path between   and  . Refer 

figure 2:  given below. 

 

Let      
    

  where   
  be the set of internal vertices of 

the minimum strong geodetic set from the three copies of 

         in         and   
  as the set of all simplicial 

vertices of       .For each     in  

 

         construct   
            as shown in fig 3:. 

Clearly there exists a     correspondence between the set 

of paths of type    in          and set of paths of type   
  

in S(n,3).    is a strong geodetic set of S(n,3). Also    
   

                 and    
    , which implies 

               This implies   (      )         

   Therefore   (      )          . 

 
Fig 2: 

 

 

 

FIG 3: 

Theorem 7:- For a Sierpinski graph                ,the 

upper  geodetic number,   (      )         
 

Proof:- It is easy to verify that three vertices ( which are 

equidistant) from each of the     cycles along with the 

simplicial vertices form an upper geodetic set . Therefore, 

  (      )        . 

In       , if one of the vertex is a simplicial vertex  then 

each         contains two  internal vertices of an  upper 

geodetic set  of      ). Otherwise each         contains 

exactly one vertex of any upper geodetic set of         
Assume the contrary that one        contains two vertices 

    of an upper geodetic set  

Case 1: As given in fig 4:, there would exists a simplicial 

vertex   and a shortest path   between z and one of    . Let 

  be the geodesic between   and also   lies on   ,which is a 

contradiction. 

Case 2: Suppose     are the vertices of        and the 

previous construction is not possible.(Refer fig 5). Then there 

exists  a vertex   from the neighbouring        and a 

simplicial vertex   such that   lies on the     geodesic, 

which is a contradiction. This implies each        contains 
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exactly one element of any upper geodetic set. Therefore 

  (      )        .Thus   (      )         

 
Fig 4: 

 

  
Fig 5:  

 

Theorem 8:- For a Sierpinski graph                ,the 

open  geodetic number,   (      )         

 

Proof: Every open geodetic set contains all the extreme 

vertices of G. For any       , let           be the set of its 

extreme vertices and                             be the 

vertex set of any     among its       cycles of length 12 

(Ref fig 6). From Theorem 3 the minimum geodetic set of 

       contains a pair of antipodal vertices from every     

of         Choose a vertex from   that lies in the geodesic 

between any of the vertices in  . The vertices           

forms a pair of antipodal vertices in     where   is an 

internal vertex of      and the vertex     lies in the geodesic 

between the vertices       . But the vertex      is not 

geodominated as it doesn’t lie in any geodesic within or 

between the vertices of sets   and  . Hence to geodominate 

   , an adjacent vertex of it which is also an internal vertex 

of     should be chosen. Thus the minimum open geodetic 

set of        contains at least 3 vertices from each of its 

cycles of length 12 along with the 3 extreme vertices ,which 

implies   (      )          

 
Fig 6: 

 

Remark:-  For a Sierpinski graph                , the  

strong open  geodetic number,    (      )         

 For Sierpinski graph         the geodetic set itself forms a 

strong geodetic set. Similarly the open geodetic set itself 

forms a strong open geodetic set . Let   be an open geodetic 

set for S(n,3),  then  there exists    
    geodesics  in it and 

every vertex of        lies in a unique geodesic between the 

vertices of  . 
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